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Sprint Relays 
“The first step in community organization is community 

disorganization” – Saul Alinsky 
 

Chris Parno - Sprints/Hurdles 
Minnesota State Track and Field 

My Background 
•  River Falls High School (River Falls, WI) 

<  Coach – Steve Stocker (former UWRF) 
•  University of Minnesota – Duluth 

<  B.S. Physical and Health Education 
<  Coach – John Fulkrod 
<  Sprints/Hurdles/Multi 

•  Augustana University – Sioux Falls, SD 
<  M.A. Sports Administration  
<  Jim Vahrenkamp/Tracy Hellman  
<  Graduate Assistant Sprints/Hurdles 

•  Minnesota State 
<  Assistant Coach – Men & Women Sprints/Hurdles 
<  Recruiting coordinator 

History of Professional Development 
•  USATF  

<  Level 1 Certification (2011) 
<  Emerging Elite Sprint/Hurdles Coach Clinic (2014) 
<  Level 2 Certification (2015) 

! Sprints/Hurdles/Relays (2015) 
! Jumps/Multi (2016) 

<  Level 3 Certification  - Sprints (2017)  

•  USTFCCCA  
<  Technical Certification (2011) 
<  Track and Field Program Management Certification (2013) 
<  Sprint, Hurdle, and Relay Event Specialist (2013) 
<  Combined Events Specialist (2014) 
<  Strength and Conditioning Advanced Endorsement (2015) 
<  Short Sprints Masters Endorsement (2017) 
<  Hurdle Master Endorsement (in progress) 

•  IAAF 
<  Level  5 certification (2017) – Sprints 

Why This Topic?! 
•  At any given track meet there is 

relay confusion: 
<  Miscue’s in spacing 
<  Botched handoff’s  
<  Poor order selection 

•  Overhearing coaches say they 
don’t practice handoff portion, 
only spacing matters 

•  If the professional athletes cant 
pass under pressure, we have 
issues 

•  Better coaching of marketable 
track and field events!! 

Our Path For Today   
•  Types of exchanges 
•  4x100m  

<  Selection of athletes, set-up of 
athlete marks within zones, 
exchanges, strategies and common 
problems 

•  4x200m 
<  How it differs from the 4x100m and 

strategies 
•  4x400m 

<  Selection of athletes, set-up of 
athlete marks within zones, 
exchanges, strategies and common 
problems 

•  Brief thoughts on other potential 
relays 

Cold Hard Facts… 
•  4x100m (blind hand-offs) 

<  100m legs, 20m exchange zone, 10m acceleration zone (new 30m 
rule changes) 

•  4x200m (either blind or open hand-offs) 
<  200m legs, 20m exchange zone, 10m acceleration zone (new 30m 

rule changes) 
•  4x400m (open hand offs) 

<  400m legs, 20m exchange zones, no acceleration zone 
•  Distance Medley Relay (open hand offs) 

<  1200, 400, 800, 1600 – only sprint leg is 400m, same exchange 
zones as 4x400m 

•  Sprint Medley Relay (mixture) 
<  Either 100, 100, 200, 400 or 200, 200, 400, 800 depending on 

state and level of track and field. Elements of the previous relays 
apply to these obscure relays 
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My Golden Rules To Relays 
Before we get started… 

1.  The #1 goal of the relay events are to get the STICK around 
the track as fast as possible. 

!  We are timing the stick 
2.  If the STICK at any point decelerates or slows, the goal of the 

race is not being achieved. 
3.  Modifications may need to be taken in acceleration or 

starting positions to ensure the STICK speed is maintained 
4.  Coaches must be flexible in their approach with different 

athletes to ensure the STICK speed is a constant. 
!  Weather, injuries, pressure situations 

Baton  

•  Baton is hollow 
•  28-30cm in length 
•  38mm in Diameter 
•  Different finishes 

<  Gritty vs. Smooth 

•  No heavier than 50g 

The Pass/Exchange 
Hand to Hand Contact 

•  Have a warm-up sequence 
in place for exchange 
1.  Hand hit 
2.  Continuous hand hit 
3.  Slow Exchange 
4.  Fast Exchange 

•  Just as important as sprint 
based portion of warm-up 

•  Practice controlling the 
variables of the race 

Types of Exchange 
•  Blind/Closed Handoffs 

<  Outgoing runners do not make visual contact with 
incoming runner after acceleration 

<  Verbal command of “hit” or “stick” are used by incoming 
runner to signal the exchange 

<  Commonly used in 4x100m, can be used in 4x200m 

•  Open Handoffs 
<  Outgoing runners visually receives the handoff through 

! Keeping sight on incoming runner  
! Accelerating for 2-4 steps then turning back for 

baton 

Blind/Closed Handoffs Blind/Closed Handoffs 
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Visual/Open Handoffs Visual/Open Handoffs 

Baton Drills – Hand Taps 
Punch it – Can use a call for outgoing to present hand Baton Drills – Hand Tap w/ Exchange 

Baton Drills – Open w/ hand taps Bringing It Together 

•  Closed Handoffs 
<  Elbow high and extend w/thumb down 
<  Extend arm back and towards to open part of lane 

(depending on which leg of relay) 
<  Wait for “command” instead of taking off w/arm out 

•  Open Handoffs 
<  High V with hand 
<  Present large visual target for fatigued incoming runner 
<  Hips of outgoing runner stay towards direction of travel 
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Starting Positions for Outgoing 
Runners 

Starting Positions…Acceleration 
•  The Goal: “To produce maximum 

horizontal force while minimizing 
forces in all other directions” 
<  Minimize deviations off of midline 

•  The Length of the acceleration 
depends on the absolute velocity of 
the sprinter 
<  The faster/stronger the sprinter, the 

longer the distance required to reach 
absolute velocity 

•  Generally speaking Absolute velocity 
is usually reached in 4-6 seconds 

Dynamics of Acceleration 

1.  Step Length 
2.  Ground Contact Time 
3.  Shin Angle w/ Ground 
4.  Velocity 
5.  Step Frequency 
6.  Heel Recovery 
7.  Force 

1.  Shorter to longer 
2.  Longer to shorter 
3.  Smaller to larger 
4.  Slower to fast 
5.  Slower to fast 
6.  Low to high 
7.  Expressed through 

Shin Angle 

Acceleration Cont.   
•  Postural Concerns 

<  Posted position from 2pt 
and 3pt starts 

<  Line from heel to head 

•  Explosive 
<  Goal is to express large 

forces to overcome 
inertia in early steps 

<  Outgoing runners must 
get up to high speeds 
before passing to 
ensure stick speed! 

2pt. Outgoing Runner 3pt. Outgoing Runner – Over Shoulder 
**Depends on which hand is down** 
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3pt. Outgoing Runner – Between Legs 4pt. Outgoing Runner – Between Legs 

RELAY BREAKDOWN 4x100m Relay 

•  Race in lanes the entire way 
•  Runners 1 & 3 run on the inside of 

the lanes w/baton in right hand 
•  Runners 2 & 4 run on the inside of 

the lane until exchange zones 
when they shade to outside w/
baton in left hand 

•  Body positions within lanes allow 
for passing of baton without 
interference (ideally) 

Exchange Zone 101 
Where Does The Tape GO?  

•  Wide range based on age, strength and speed of athletes. 
•  Generally speaking 18-28 steps (6-9 meters)  
•  Two ways of getting step distance: 

<  Start at common length of 24 steps and adjust after practice attempts 
<  Zone running drill w/o baton to teach both incoming and outgoing 

runners how to run through zone. 
•  Outgoing runner will step # of steps back from acceleration triangle 

and place mark down as their “go’’ mark (single tape vs. 1ft box) 
•  Athlete then returns to set up stance just inside of acceleration zone 

triangle 
<  Can split acceleration zone for younger athletes 

This measuring applies to new 30m zone rule change 
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Practice Ideas – Zone Running 
When To Pass? 

•  Length of acceleration in determining 
exchange measurements 
<  10m = 70% 
<  20m = 85% 
<  30m = 92% 
<  40m = 97% - We only have 30m in 

zone 
•  Passing late in the zone allows for 

outgoing runner to maximize 
acceleration in to max velocity (speed 
of the stick) 

•  Does new 30m rule really matter? 

  

Ralph Mann 

Why Pass In The Middle To End? 
•  Speed of the stick IS THE RACE   

<  Erase the athletes from a video – seamless stick speed throughout 

•  Average stick speed: 
<  10m/s = 40.00 seconds 
<  9.5 m/s = 42.10 seconds 
<  9.0 m/s = 44.44 seconds 

•  MUST allow outgoing runner to get to highest 
percentage of max velocity  
<  WHILE incoming runner stays at high percentage 

•  Average quartets can over perform w/ quality 
exchanges 

Incoming Runner 
•  Know positioning in lane 

<  1&3 inside of the lanes 
<  2&4 shading to outside of lanes 

•  Must assume greatest 
responsibility in making safe 
baton pass 

•  Maintain sprinting mechanics 
throughout zones 
<  Reaching = stick slowing down 

•  Communicate with outgoing 
runner if needed, but always 
KEEP SPRINTING 

Outgoing Runner 
•  Set up in a position that allows for best acceleration  

<  Individualized, can depend on which leg in order 

•  Watch incoming runner to track their positioning to 
the “go” mark 
<  Prevents staring at “go” mark and leaving late 

•  Anticipate the incoming runner hitting the “go” mark 
and accelerate as if the gun went off. 

•  Sprint, Sprint and Keep Sprinting 
<  “Try to run away from the incoming runner” 

•  Continue sprinting until you hear the call from 
incoming runner 
<  Running away more often than not is coaches fault 
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Outgoing Runner 

The Good 

The Not 
As Good 

How to Select 4x100m Order 
•  One way of thinking on this… 

<  Starter: Must be a reliable/consistent block starter, 
understands how to run curve 
! Short sprinter/short hurdler, could be a stockier build 

<  2nd Leg: reliable sprinter that can run longer leg if 
needed, strong finisher 
! 200/400m runner that has good speed qualities 

<  3rd Leg: MUST be a strong curve runner, can’t always 
just throw your slowest athlete here. 

<  4th Leg: Ego driven maniac J, should be highly 
competitive kid that loves and handles pressure. 

Thinking Points within 4x100m 
•  Importance of Acceleration 

<  Jogging out, leaving too soon 
•  Time wasted adjusting stick while running 

<  Practice the exchange to become comfortable, NO 
SWITCHING HANDS 

•  Contact/running in to outgoing runner 
<  Quizzing athletes on lane positioning 

•  Practice at sub maximal speeds 
<  Snake jog? Specificity? # of passes 

•  Verbiage being used to signal hand 
<  “Stick” confusion used by everyone? 

•  Height differences within relay team, adjusting where the 
exchange happens 
 

Further Thinking Points   
•  Keep the stick in the hand received! 
•  “New” school of thought in passing are 

often inconsistent 
<  Underhand Pass 
<  High pass to prevent hip turn 
<  Jamaican continuous pass 

•  Timing 100m Splits?  
<  Highly inaccurate  
<  Poor correlation on 100m open time 
<  HS girls don’t run 10.8 100m relay splits 

•  Time Projections 
<  4 PR’s – 2.5 seconds 
<  11.38, 11.67, 11.74, 11.80 = 46.59 

! 46.59-2.5 = 44.09 projection time 
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Trouble shooting the 4x100 
•  Running Away  

<  Leaving too soon 
<  Not sprinting in practice when 

setting up steps 
•  Runners Colliding  

<  Poor acceleration  
<  Waiting too long 

•  Dropping the stick 
<  Look for reasons why 

•  Tape wont stick?  
<  Push-pins or get better tape J 

•  Coaches documentation of marks 
<  Wind, weather, video analysis  

**NEED VIDEO** 

4x100 Coaching Cue   

•  Call  
•  See  
•  Punch  
•  Grab  
•  SPRINT 

4x400m Relay…The Cadillac 
•  Indoor 4x400m 

<  2-turn Stagger 
<  1st runner cuts 
<  Exchange zone 

location depends on 
track size 
! 20m zone 

•  Outdoor 4x400m 
<  3 turn stagger  
<  2nd runner cuts 
<  Same exchange zone 

after the cut 
! 20m zone 

4x400m 
•  Outgoing runner uses visual open 

handoff to gauge speed of incoming 
runner 

•  Receive in left, facing towards inside of 
track  

•  Once runner accelerates out of the 
zone, move baton to right hand to 
prevent “fumbling under fatigue” 
<  Realistically can leave baton in left 

hand receiving  
•  Can use visuals on track to help signal 

outgoing runner to go 
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Picking the Indoor 4x400m Order 
•  1st Leg: “The Event Runner” 

<  Your “relay kids” may not be great here as first leg is crucial 
for positioning of team within the first 150m of race. 

•  2nd Leg: “Mr./Mrs. Consistent” 
<  Must keep team in the race, or be able to close gap/overtake 

other runners, strong runner (don’t hide slowest leg here) 

•  3rd Leg: “The Set Up” 
<  Just don’t mess it up J - can hide weakest leg here 

•  4th Leg: “The Finisher” 
<  Loves competition, willing to fight, cool under pressure, 

patient and trustworthy 

Picking the Outdoor 4x400m Order 
•  1st Leg: “Mr./Mrs. Consistent” 

<  3 turn stagger’s are extreme, runner must not be concerned 
with the appearance of outside runners having a large lead 

•  2nd Leg: “The Gamer” 
<  Must be aggressive and take 1 turn of remaining stagger 

serious as race moves to the cut 

•  3rd Leg: “The Set Up” 
<  Just don’t mess it up J - can hide weakest leg here 

•  4th Leg: “The Finisher” 
<  Loves competition, willing to fight, cool under pressure, 

patient and trustworthy 

Thinking Points in the 4x400m 
•  Anchor wont matter if your squad 

isn't in the race.  
<  Slowest to fastest orders set-up 

your stud to be out of the race 
<  Qualifying vs. Finals 

•  Understanding the importance of 
positioning at the cut. Athletes 
need to take charge in shuffling 
order 

•  Staying out of the mess, passing in 
lane 3/4 could be advantageous if 
4-5 runners coming in at the same 
time.  

Thinking Points in the 4x400m 
•  Patience…trying to pass right 

away on the curve adds 
distance, only do this out of 
necessity 

•  Understand your job and your 
ability…you never know how 
other teams stack teams 

•  Timings Splits 
<  Outdoors, when second runner 

passes 400m start line 
! Remaining legs line to line 

<  Indoors, finish line to finish line 

4x200m 
•  Closer to the 4x100m than 4x400m 
•  Whether using open or closed, passes 

are still at high speeds 
<  Closed handoffs are appropriate for states 

that run it at championships. 
<  Colleges only run at relay meets 

•  Step lengths of distances are shorter 
12-20 taking in to account fatigue of 
incoming runner 

•  May need to split acceleration zone with 
shorter step distances 
<  16 steps, measure 8 back and 8 forward 

from the acceleration triangle 

 

Sprint Medley’s 
•  1-1-2-4 

<  1st Leg: Best starter  
<  2nd Leg: Speedsters – good stick skills 
<  3rd Leg: Fastest 200m – must be able to deal with 

potential clutter at exchange 
<  400m Gamer – Competitor! 

•  2-2-4-8 
<  Need solid 200m runners but, 
<  400/800m have more bearings on finish 

24.15, 
24.25, 
55.60, 
2:10.20 

25.03, 
24.46, 
57.20, 
2:08.40 
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Incorporating Exchanges In Training 
•  Blind 4x100m style hand offs can easily be incorporated in to 

acceleration/max velocity neuromuscular days.  
•  Think… 

<  Zone exchange drill, incoming runner 50m per rep. 
<  Outgoing runner in same drill is running 40m per rep. 
<  4x Incoming, 4x Outgoing = 360m of 100% high intensity work 

! Premium on high intensities so no rep is wasted, 3-5 min rest 
•  2 days before a meet could look like the following: 

<  Warm-up, wickets, 6x15m blocks, 6x relays exchanges (3 in, 3 
out) = 360m of 100% intensity 

Continued 
•  Think of 4x100m relay exchanges as a workout and not an 

addition to other training themes. 
<  6x200m + 90% w/3-4min + 8 relay exchanges = 1,560m of 90%

+ work 
•  4x400m exchanges can be seen more as an addition to other 

training themes. 
<  Lower intensity 
<  Less distance needed for quality practice 

•  4x400m passes can be used during a pre-meet day or at the 
end of a training session during the week. 

•  Closed vs. Fluid environments 
<  Always passing alone? Or allowing distractions within practice  
<  Train the environment as well as the skills within the event 

Final Thoughts 
1.  Relay exchanges are a skill 

<  Understand it, refine it, internalize it 
2.  Quality handoffs can help make up for 

lack of talent across entire relay 
<  Essentially don’t hurt yourself any 

more than the talent gap you already 
may have 

3.  Video analysis as a teaching aid can 
help athletes understand good/bad 
things about their passes 

4.  Teach more than 4 (if you have them) 
in relay exchanges in case of injury 

Final Thoughts 
1.  Allow for individualization and be flexible as you 

are in the stands and not actually passing J 
2.  Exchanges are crucial, but don’t underestimate 

the importance of acceleration, mental 
preparation and the ability to perform in fluid 
environments. 

3.  Walk through the facility with your relays teams 
for understanding of exchange zones (athlete 
preparation) 
<  Drake University exchange zone mess 

Good Resources On Speed 

•  Ralph Mann’s – The Mechanics of Sprinting 
and Hurdling  

•  Boo Schexnayder – USTFCCCA curriculum 
•  Vern Gambetta – Athletic Development 

(multi-sport) 
•  Jim Hiserman – A Program Design Method 

for Sprint & Hurdle Development 
•  Vince Anderson – Acceleration  
•  Altis 360 – All coaches 

<  Dan Pfaff – Everything  

 

Thank You 
•  christopher.parno@mnsu.edu 
•  715-441-2626 - Cell 
•  Minnesota State University – Mankato 
•  Twitter: 

<   @mavtrack – Program 
<  @Chrisparno - Personal 

•  Facebook: Maverick Track 
•  Instagram: @mavtrack 
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